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        Easy Burn - the ultimate flat pack fire pit

A flat pack firepit, Australian made, ideal for camping or a 'pop-up' firepit for your backyard.
Easy to assemble and made with Australian steel. BBQ Plate also available.
The perfect gift for the camping enthusiast!
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                          Easy Burn - Standard
        
  Our Easy Burn flat pack fire pits are perfect for camping, a 'pop-up' fire pit for the backyard or almost anywhere outdoors. Easy to assemble and comes in a great canvas carry bag and when packed down it will easily fit into a small space in the camper, under the seat or in the back of any car. It makes the perfect gift for the camping enthusiast!


	Two designs to choose from - 'Aussie Bush' or 'Southern Land'
	Australian made with 2mm Australian steel
	The Easy Burn Standard weighs only 8kg
	Measures 450mm tall x 400mm diameter
	Measures 450mm x 250mm when packed down
	Includes 2 bars to pop the camp oven or fry pan on
	All packs into the included canvas carry bag



Available online and off the shelf ready to go, with same day dispatch available if ordered before 10am. We recommend a coat of Pot Belly black paint or regular cleaning and a coat of cooking spray to keep it fresh and clean.

Cooking Accessories To Suit
Cast Iron Skillet with folding handle $24
2 Quartz Camp Oven $40



Easy Burn Standard $160 
Includes canvas carry bag!
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                          Easy Burn X-Large (8 Sided)
        
  We have been asked for a larger Easy Burn so here it is! Everything is exactly the same as the original Easy Burn, but its BIGGER. In total there are 8 sides compared to the standard 6 sided Easy Burn, the base is larger and the rods that slip in across the top are longer. Measuring the same height as the standard size, but wider in diameter.



	Easy assembly
	2 designs to choose from - 'Aussie Bush' or 'Southern Land'

	Australian made with 2mm Australian steel

	The Easy Burn XL weighs 12.5kg

	Measures 450mm tall x 520mm diameter

	Measures 450mm x 250mm when packed down

	Includes 2 bars to pop the camp oven or frypan on

	All packs into the included canvas carry bag





Available online and off the shelf ready to go, with same day dispatch available if ordered before 10am. We recommend a coat of Pot Belly black paint or regular cleaning and a coat of cooking spray to keep it fresh and clean. 


Easy Burn X-Large $230 
Includes canvas carry bag!
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                          Easy Burn BBQ Plate
        
  A great addition to your Easy Burn firepit is the new Easy Burn BBQ Plate! Australian made with 6mm Australian steel, the Easy Burn BBQ Plate features a grill and flat plate section, great for getting a good char-grill for steaks and sausages and a flat plate section for bacon and eggs. The BBQ Plate comes in a canvas carry bag and includes a handy hook with timber handle, for easy add and removal when hot.


Standard $120

X-Large $170
Includes a hook and canvas carry bag!
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                          XL Expansion Pack

        
  Do you already own a standard Easy Burn, but want to upsize it? Then this pack is for you! The XL Expansion Pack offers a X-Large Easy Burn base plus 2 additional sides and longer rods, which will make your current Easy Burn the X-Large size.


Giving you the flexibility of being either the Standard or X-Large size, you can crank up the flames for larger gatherings or keep it smaller for travelling. This all comes conveniently packed in a hessian bag for ease.


XL Expansion Pack $80
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                          Easy Burn Carry Bag
        
  Light weight, durable canvas carry bag, perfect for storing and transporting. All Easy Burns (sold after December 1st 2019) come with these. Available in navy, turquoise green and black.


Canvas Carry Bag $25
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